General Notes

Texts are subjected to review process conducted by external reviewers and to the technical editing. We ask the Authors to fill out, sign and send back (to the address of the Branch Editor) the following forms:

1. Author's consent for publication
2. Author's statement ,
a after the reviewing process
3. Author's response to the Reviewer's opinion.

The forms may be accessed on the editors' web page:

The authors of papers submitted for publication in Quarterly "Electrical Engineering" are hereby asked to observe the following rules:

2. The Editors will accept texts written in Word text editor, font New Times Roman, document format .doc, docx or .rtf.
3. The papers must be accompanied by:
   a. title translated into English,
   b. summaries in Polish and English,
   c. up to 5 keywords in Polish and English,
   d. figure captions in Polish and English,
   e. extended summary (abstract) on the last page, about 3/4 page long, in Polish - if the text is written in English or in English- if the text is written in Polish.
4. The papers must contain the following information:
   a. Author(s)' affiliation(s)
   b. Author(s)' contact data (phone number, e-mail address).
5. The text of the paper should be divided into numbered sections (if necessary, also subsections).
6. The illustrations.
   a. The adopted designations must be followed uniformly in text, equations and figures.
   b. The Quarterly "Electrical Engineering" is printed in black and white. Therefore Authors are asked not to use colours in any figures (e.g. for line markings or other elements).
7. The Editors recommend the use of reference marks to the appropriate position in reference list (square brackets should be used and page numbers given, eg. [4, s.46]).
   a. Each paper should be accompanied by numbered reference list.

The bibliographic descriptions should be ranged alphabetically, in accordance with authors' names; the collective works should be positioned by the first word of the title.